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ABSTRACT 
A new tearing-type approach toward the solution of Almost Block Diagonal 
Systems on distributed memory parallel computers i presented. Its arithmetical 
complexity is examined and compared with other existing approaches. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have witnessed rapid growth of knowledge about the high- 
performance direct solution to almost block diagonal (ABD) linear systems 
(see Fig. 1). Such systems arise in a variety of mathematical problems: dis- 
cretization of boundary value ordinary differential equations (BVP ODEs), 
Chebyshev spectral decomposition on rectangular domains, orthogonal 
spline collocation for elliptic problems and others. 
Two parameters influence the parallel solution methods for ABD sys- 
tems: the size of each block and the number of internal blocks m. For large 
blocks and a limited number of processors it is possible to use BLAS ker- 
nels [6, 7, 12] and introduce parallelism inside each block. On a shared 
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Structure of an ABD matrix. 
memory parallel computer (8-processor Cray Y-MP) a speedup of about 
4 was reported for blocksizes 400 x 800 [10]. This approach will not be 
successful for larger number of processors, as there would not be enough 
work inside each block to keep them busy. This is even more true for the 
distributed memory computers where partitioning the blocks among the 
processors would lead to a very large number of data transmissions. For a 
large number of small to medium size blocks, tearing-type methods may 
be applied. Examples of such methods, applied to the linear systems orig- 
inating from the discretization of BVP ODEs, are discussed in [4, 13-15]. 
Some of these algorithms [4, 14] are suitable primarily for shared memory 
computers. The algorithms introduced in [13, 15] are suitable also for dis- 
tributed memory computers. S. Wright in [15] derives a stable algorithm 
assuming that the matrix is block bidiagonal and considering the top and 
bottom blocks (introduced by the boundary conditions of the BVP ODE; 
see Fig. 1) only at the last step of the reduction. Paprzycki and Cladwell 
in [13] try to take advantage of the structure of the coefficient matrix and 
develop a method similar to that proposed in [8, 9] for banded systems. 
In this article we propose a slightly different variant of this last algorithm, 
which allows us to save half of the fill-in vectors and to reduce the number 
of arithmetical operations. 
Section 2 introduces the new tearing-type algorithm. Section 3 discusses 
the details of the parallel implementation of the proposed algorithm on 
a hypercube. Section 4 introduces the arithmetic omplexity and mem- 
ory requirements of the new algorithm and compares it with the original 
algorithm from [13]. 
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2. THE PARALLEL  ABD SOLVER FOR D ISTR IBUTED MEMORY 
COMPUTERS 
For the purposes of presentation we represent the ABD matrix M (Fig. 1) 
as: 
IA2,o D2,o 
Dl,1 AI,1 
C2,1 B2,1 
BI,1 C1,1 
A2,1 D2,1 
D1,2 A1,2 B1,2 
C2,2 B2,2 A2,2 M = 
C1,2 
D2,2 
Dl,m 
C2,m 
Al,m Bl,m Cl,m 
B2,rn A2,m D2,m 
Dl,rn+l Al,rn+l 
(1) 
Without loss of generality we also assume that the ABD system originates 
from a finite difference discretization of a system of n BVP ODEs with q 
initial and n - q final separated boundary conditions. Now, for each i the 
blocks A2,i and C2,i are of size q x q, the blocks AI# and C1# are of size 
(n -q )  x (n -q ) ,  and Bl,i, Dl,i, B T and D T 2,i, 2#, are of size (n - q) × q. 
Moreover, we treat 
Dl,i Al,i Bl,i Cl,i) 
C2# B2# A2,i D2# 
as one block of the matrix M (see Fig. 1). We thus say that M has m blocks 
(we do not count here the top and the bottom half-blocks originated by 
the boundary conditions). 
In [13] Paprzycki and Gladwell suggest a decomposition of the original 
matrix M (1) in a block tridiagonal form and a parallel factorization, which 
is suitable on shared memory as well as distributed memory parallel com- 
puters. This factorization also corresponds to that in [11] or to the LUD 
factorization in [1]. The parallel phase of'the algorithm generates four fill- 
in block vectors with a total number of 2n2m nonnull elements, which are 
obtained by means of the solution of six block triangular systems of size 
(m + 2)/p, where p is the number of processors available. As a result of 
this phase a reduced system is created, which is then solved sequentially on 
one processor. The reduced system has p - 2 internal blocks and the same 
ABD block structure as M (1). 
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FIG. 2. Division of the coefficient matrix among the processors. The dotted lines rep- 
resent he division into blocks inside each processor. 
This approach can be improved first, by considering a different parti- 
tioning of M among the processors and, second, by introducing a modified 
algorithm for the solution of the reduced system. 
2.1. Parallel Factorization 
Assume for simplicity that m = kp  - 2, and associate ach processor i 
(i = 2, . . . ,  p - 1) with the following k block rows of M (see also Fig. 2): 
/D 
(i) ~(i) r(0i) r / 1,0 1,0 
s(0 i) s~ i) M (~) r~ i) r (i) , 
s(2i)r ~(~) n(~) ] " '2 ,k -1  ~2,k -1]  
(2) 
where M (i) is an ABD matrix with k - 2 blocks, E~i~ = E l , ( i -1 )k+j  for 
E = A, B, C, D, and 
r(0i) T ~(i) ~T (-y(i) ~T 
~1,0~1 -{- v1,0~ 2 , 
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S~i)T r,(i) ~T ~(i) e T 
z ~J2,k_l~k_ 2 q- ~2,k-1 k-l~ 
s(0 i) _ ~( i )  s~i) _ o(0 ~¢i ~2,0~ ----- ~im2,0~ 
r{ 0 = ek-lBl ,k-1,  r~ i) = ek-lCl,k-1. 
In the previous formulas ei, for i = 1,2, k -  2, k - 1, denotes a block 
unit vector, that  is, a block vector with only one nonnull block equal to 
an identity matrix; el  is of size (k - 1)n x q and consists of an identity 
matr ix  of size q followed by a ((k - 1)n - q) x q block of zeroes; e2 is of size 
(k - 1)n x (n - q) and consists of a q x (n - q) block of zeroes followed by an 
identity matr ix  of size n - q and a (k - 2)n x (n - q) block of zeroes; ek-2 
is of size (k - 1)n x q and consists of a (k - 2)n x q block of zeroes followed 
by an identity matr ix  of size q and a (n - q) x q block of zeroes; and, ek-  1 
is of size (k - 1)n x (n - q) and consists of a ((k - 2)n + q) × (n - q) block 
of zeroes followed by an identity matr ix  of size n - q. 
Moreover, associate processors 1 and p with the k - 1 block rows of M,  
and 
M(1) r~ ') r~ 1) ) 
s~l) a(1) ~(1) (3) 
*'2,k--1 ~2,k -  1 
D(P) a(P) r~P) 
1,0 Z'l,0 ~ (4) 
s(:) M(,)/' 
where each block is defined as previously. 
Each processor performs the following factorization (it is assumed that  
an appropr iately modified factorization is applied to the blocks stored by 
the first and the last processor): 
I 
(5~i) c~{{) w(i)r  /3~) -y{*)) I 
I s(0  s~ ~) L(OU(i) r~ ~) r (0 /  , (5) 
where 
v(0 T = S~i)TM(i)-~, W (i)T = r( i)rM(i)  ~ (6) 
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FIG. 3. Fill-in generated by each processor. The dotted lines represent the block parti- 
tioning of M. The shaded areas represent the fill-in. The double shaded blocks constitute 
the reduced matrix. 
are the fill-in block vectors, and 
: \~1,0" '1 ,0 ]  (So Sl ) ,  
(c~05~ i)) [a  (i) r)(i) ~_  v(i) T/r(0r(0~ 
= v '=,k - l - -= ,k - l J  ~ 1 = J '  (7)  
(/3~i)~ i)) = _w(0  r (r{i)r(i)), 
(~0e~0) = _v¢~)~ (¢0 ~)s~) 
This decomposit ion requires only three block triangular system solutions 
and involves no communication among the processors. It results in fill-in 
as represented in Fig. 3 that  is half-size (a total number of n2m nonnull 
elements) of the fill-in resulting from other known algorithms [4, 13, 15]. 
The reduced matr ix R maintains the same ABD structure and dimensions 
of internM blocks as the original matr ix M (and the same structure and 
dimensions as the reduced system in [13]), that  is, 
/ t12- (1) ~2(1) 
~ ~i ~) ~) 
R = 
~2)  
'o  
~v-1) 
7(p - 1) 
~?-~) ~?-1) 
5~ v) 
(s) 
q,~p- 1) 
5~p- 1) 
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2.2. Parallel Solution of the Reduced System 
On distributed memory parallel computers it is important to select an 
algorithm that minimizes the number of data transmissions rather than 
the number of operations. Let us analyze the solution of the reduced ABD 
system (8) with p - 2 internal blocks resulting from the factorization pre- 
sented in Section 2.1. We assume that p = 2’ and use a recursive approach 
based on the algorithm proposed in the previous section applied to ABD 
matrices with p - 2, p/2 - 2,. . . , internal blocks. 
To minimize data transmission, instead of sending all the elements of 
the reduced system to one processor as it was performed in [13], or using 
a reduced number of processors at each step of the algorithm (similarly 
to typical cyclic reduction algorithms), we use a method similar to that 
introduced in [2], which utilizes all available processors in every step and 
performs the same operations on each. This approach implemented on a 
hypercube requires communication only among the neighbor processors. 
The first step of the factorization phase consists of p/2 bidirectional com- 
munications between processors i - 1 and i, for i = 2,4,6, . . , p. Processor 
i sends to processor i - 1 blocks with superindex (i) whereas processor i - 1 
sends to the processor i blocks with the superindex (i - 1) in order to have 
the same ABD matrix on both processors 
! 
SC”-‘) 
1 
($1) #-‘I _/(i-l) 
(a-1) 
72 
p(i-1) 
2 a2 
(i-1) 2 6ii-1) 
b(i) 
$ 
Q) p$“’ ?p 
&’ 
$1 &i) 
( 
(1) 
a2 6p 
fg2) 
($1 fl$2’ 42) 
Ya2) &’ 
(2) 
Q2 
($2) 
2 
and 
if i = 4,6,8,p- 2, (9) 
ifi=2, 
i 
(!jlp-1) $1) /g--l) p 
p p(P-1) 
2 
&P-l) 6p-1) 
1 
ifi=p. (11) 
@) CYr (P) 
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In accordance with the notation used in (2)-(4), we may now define 
D( i - I : i )  ,~(i--1) A( i - - I : i )  (i--1) A( i - - I : i )  .~(i) D( i - - I : i )  _ _  ,~(i) 
~1,0  = "1  ' A1 ,0  : OL1 ~ A2,k -1  : ~2  ~ ~'2 ,k -1  - -  ~2 
= , S 1 = ~ S 2 = 
ro  = = "Y1 , /~) ,  r2 = , 
where the superindex (i - 1 : i) means that  the elements are stored in 
processors i - 1 and i. Then each processor i applies factorization (5) to 
its corresponding block (with one obvious difference for the factorization 
applied by processors 1, 2, p - 1 and p). 
Similarly to Section 2.1 where the corner blocks in factorization (5) 
constituted the reduced system (8), the corner blocks of factorizations of 
the matrices (9)-(11) create a new reduced system with p/2 - 2 blocks. 
In the second step, each processor i exchanges its corner blocks with 
processor i - 2, for i = 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, . . .  ,p - 1,p. Then each processor i 
decomposes a 4 x 6 block matrix of the form (9) if i > 5 and i < p -  3, 
and a 3 x 4 block matrix of the form (10) or (11) otherwise. After r - 1 
steps of this process each processor decomposes a 3 x 4 block matrix of 
the form (10) or (11), and finally, after r steps, each processor contains 
the same 2 x 2 block matrix M (1:~) that  gives the first block components 
of the solution. Overall, in the proposed factorization algorithm for the 
reduced system after j steps of reduction, processors from i + 1 to i + 2 j, 
for i = 0, 2 j, 2 J+l , . . . ,  contain the same components of the reduced system 
and perform the same operations. This choice reduces the total amount of 
data communications. 
The solution of the reduced system needs the same transmissions as 
the factorization of the reduced system (where appropriate parts of the 
r ight-hand side are updated). Each processor communicates with all its 
neighbors in the hypercube structure. After r steps, when the 2 × 2 linear 
system with the coefficient matrix M (l:n) is solved, the first two components 
of the reduced system (corresponding to the central rows of R in (8)) are 
obtained. From this point on, each processor may calculate its components 
of the reduced system and its blocks of the solution without any other 
communicat ion (see Section 3 for further details). 
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3. THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM FOR A HYPERCUBE 
The following presents the algorithms for all steps of solving the linear 
system Mx = b, where M is the ABD matrix in (1) with m = kp- 2 inter- 
nal blocks on a hypercube with p = 2 r processors. It is also assumed that 
X T = (X2, 0 Xl,1 X2,1 . . .  Xl,m X2,m Xl,m+l ) 
b T = (b2,0 bl,1 b2,1 . . .  b l ,m b2,m bl ,m+l  ). 
Algorithms are presented in a pseudo-programming language, where all 
the block operations hould be substituted by calls to BLAS subroutines. 
We distinguish the parallel factorization phase from the linear system so- 
lution phase. We also present separately algorithms for matrix M and for 
the reduced system. 
3.1. Algorithms for Matrix M 
In the parallel factorization phase the coefficient matrix is partitioned 
as suggested in (2). For simplicity, the superindex (i) is neglected for all 
elements (obviously for i = 1 and i = p certain operations are not per- 
formed). The instructions inside the "forall" cycle are executed in parallel 
on different processors. 
fo ra l l i=  l :p  
for j = 1 : k - 2 (suppose A2,o = A2,o and/92,o = D2,o) 
DI,j AI,j U2,j-1 D2,j-1 QJ = I DI,j A'I,j 
C2,j B2,j I \ C2,j B2,j 
( zl,j ) (Vl,j BI,J Cl,j~ = (AI,j BI,J CI,j~ 
PJ \ B2,j I A2,y L)2,y / \ B2,j A~,j D2,j /
end 
L2,k-2 U2 k-2 
Vlk-1 ~ Dl,k-X Allk-1] 
J~2,k-2~ -- Qk-1  = (C2,k-1 B2,k-1)  
Ul,k-1 ] 
Vl,k-lLl,k-1 = Yl,k-1 
/ ) 
(Vl,k-2 V2,k-2)Pk-2 \B2,k_2 L2,k-2 
= (O Y2,k-2 -- Vl,k-lDl,k-1 )
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fo r j=k-3 : - l : l  
LI,j 
( v~,j v2,j )pj \ ~,j i2,j ) 
A 
= (0 -VI,j+IDI,j+ 1 -- V2,j+IC2,j+ 1) 
end 
V2,oL2,o = -VI,IDI,1 - -  V2,1C2,1 
(W2,0 ~V'I,1)( u2,0 D2'°)  Q I= (B10UI ,1  , CLO), 
fo r j=2:2 :k -1  
(~Y'2,j-1 Wl,j) ( U2'j-1 U152'j-1) j 
end 
Wi,k-lLl,k-1 =qCi,k- 1 
for j = k - 2 : -1  : 1 (suppose W2,k-1 = O) 
( LI,j 
(Wl,j w2,j )Pj k B2,j L2,j ) 
= (O VC2,j - W1j+IDI, j+I - W2,j+IC2,j+I) 
end 
W2,oL2,o --'~r2,o - Wl,lDl,1 - W2,1C2,1 
((~1 oli)----(D1,0 AI ,0) -W2,0(C2,0 B2,0) 
(~2 52) = (A2,k-1 D2,k -1) -V I ,k - I (B I ,k -1  
(~2 ~2)=-V2,0(C2,0 B~,0) 
(/~1 ")'1) = --Wl,k-l(Bl,k-1 Cl,k-1) 
end 
< factorization of the reduced system--see Section 3.2 > 
= -WI , j - I (B I , j -1  e l , j - l )  
Cl,k-1 ) 
The following is the algorithm for the solution of the previously fac- 
torized ABD linear system. Again we have posed h(i) ~l,j = bl,(i-1)k+J and 
x(i) z,j = xz,(i-1)k+j, and neglected the superindex (i). First, appropriate parts 
of b are updated, then the reduced system is solved, and finally the solution 
to the original problem is calculated. 
forall i = 1 : p 
fo r j= l :k -1  
bl,0 ---- bl,0 - W2,j-lb2,j-1 - W1jbl , j  
b2,k-1 = b2,k-1 - V2,j-lb2,j-1 - Vl,jbl,j 
end 
end 
< solution of the reduced system--see Section 3.2 > 
X2,- 1, Xl,0, X2,k- 1, Xl,k 
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f i ? ra l l i= l :p  
L2,0x2,0 = b2,0 - C2,0x2,-1 - B2,0Xl,0 
fo r j= l :k -2  
Pj (LI'j L2,j) (Xl'j ) - ) x2,j - B2,j ) : ( 'bl, j  (~ l , j  x2,j \ b2,j 1 \ C2,j 
end 
Ll,k_lXl,k_ 1 = bl,k_ 1 -- Bl,k_lX2,k_ 1 -- Cl,k_lX1, k 
end 
U2,k-2 / )2 ,k -2)  Qk-1 (x2,k-2 
Ul,k-1 \Xl ,k-1 / 
fo r j=k-2 : - l : l  
(U2,j-1 ~f2,j-1) Qj Qx2,j-l~ ~__ 
UI,j Xl,j / 
end 
Q x2'k-2 
Xl,k- 1/] 
X2,j- 1 ~ ) 
Xl,j -- BI,jX2,j - CI,jXI,j+I 
3.2. Algorithms for the Reduced System 
As we already observed in Section 2.2, in the factorization phase, and 
in the solution of the reduced system phase, all processors always have the 
same workload and, for j = 1 , . . . , l og2p,  at the j th  step processors from 
i - 2 j + 1 to i, for i = 2J, 2 j+ l  , 2 J+2, . . .  perform the same operations. In the 
following algorithm we assume that r = i - 2 j, s ---- i - 2 j -  1, and t = i. Each 
processor l performs an operation if and only if the index 1 is contained in 
the range r + 1 : t. If r = 0 and/or  t = p, then appropriate operations are 
not performed. 
The following is the algorithm for the factorization of the reduced system: 
f i~r j= l : log  2p 
forall i = 2 j : 2 j : p 
forall l = i - 2 j -  1 + 1 : i 
send/receive operations between processors l and 1 - 2 j -  1 in 
order to obtain the same matrix on both processors 
•( r - / - l : s )  (r+l:s) 1 (3el 
,~ (r-t- l:s) 2 ~r+l:s) 
~r+l:s) ")'1- (r+l:s) ( / 
(~+1:~) ~+1:~) 
Ol 2 
,~(s+l:t) (s+l:t) N(s+l:t) s+l:t) 
~1 Otl ~1 • ")'1 
12~'(s+l:t) ~-'2R(s+l:t) OC2(s+l:t) (~s+ l:t) J
end 
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[#(r+l:t) ) ( (r+l:t:) (r+l:t)\  
p(r+l:t) / ~1'1 Ul'I U1'2 / 
¢+':<) °2,2'(r+1:<) i" 
end 
end 
t ~i s-I-l:t) (:ll s-I-i:t) ) 
':'> 
(w~r-l-l:t) w~r-t-l:t) ) t ,~sq-l:,) 
(4 (v~r+l:t) v~r+l:t) ) t (5~ s+':t) 
(~r+1:$) Og~r-I- l:t) ) 
: ((5~ r+l:s) OL~ r+l:s) ) -- w~r+l:t) (,,[(r+l:s) 
(:~r+l:t) ~,+l:t) ) 
(rWl:t) M1 : (ol~S+l:t)(5~s+l:t,)_V 2 (~(s+i:t) 
( , ( r+l : t ,  /~r+l:t, ) ---- _v{r+l:t)(~[~r+l:s, 
2 r+l:s) ---: ~(  - ( rT l : s )  
(s+l:t) hal 71 
c~ 1 
2 : o(s+l:t) f~s+l:t) 
A (s+l:t) ~'- 
cg 1 
~/(s+l:t) ) 
1 
~(r+l:s) 
2 
At the beginning of the reduced system solution phase, each processor 
i contains two blocks of the right-hand side h(0 ~1,0 = bl,(i-1)k and h(0 _ ~2,k- 1 -- 
b2#k-1. At the end the same processor obtains the following blocks of the 
solution: 
x(0 _ (0 ..(i) x(0 2,-1 = X2,(i-1)k-1, ~1,0 ---- Xl,(i-1)k~ A2,k--1 = X2, ik-l~ 1,k "= Xl, ik" 
Again it is supposed that x2,-1, Xl,0, X2,m+l, and Xl ,m+ 2 are  null vectors 
and that operations involving these blocks are not performed. The solution 
of the reduced system is obtained as follows: 
for j = 1 : log 2p-  1 
fo ra l l i=2  j :2 j :p 
fo ra l l l= i -2  j - l+ l : i  
send/receive operations between processors 1 and l -2  j -1 to 
obtain the same blocks on both processors 
bl,rk, b2,sk-1, bl,,k, b2,~k-1 
end 
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, w(r+l : t )b ~ (r+l:t)l_ 
b l  rk = bl,rk -- 1 2,sk-1 -- cu 2 '~l,sk 
(r+l : t ) l . .  ~ ( r+l : t ) lk  
b2 , tk -1  ~-~ b2 , tk -1  -- Ul ~2,sk -1  -- 'u2 Ul,sk 
end 
end 
/ O~I:P/2) ~2(l:P/2) ) (X2,(p/2)k_l)  ~ (b2,(p/2)k_ l )  
5~p/2+x:p) ~p/2+X:p) \ xl,(p/2)k \ bl,(p/2)k 
fo r j= log2P- l : - l : l  
fo ra l l i=2 J  :2J  :p  
O~ 2 v 2 X2 ,sk -  1 
,q(s+l:t)  (s+l : t )  \ Xl,s k 
~1 O~1 
/ .  ( r+ l : s )  ~( r+ l : s )  \ 
z I D2'sk-1 -- ")'2 X2, rk -1  -- ]92 Xl ,  rk ) / . ~(s+l : t )  (s+l : t )  
\ Dl,sk -- ]91 X2, tk -1  -- ~/1 Xl, tk 
end 
end 
4. AR ITHMETIC  COMPLEXITY  
In this section we analyze the ar i thmet ic  complexity functions associ- 
ated with the ABD algor i thm of the previous section and compare the 
obta ined results with those reported in [13]. For simplicity, we assume that  
we want to solve a system of n f irst-order BVPs with q init ial and n - q fi- 
nal condit ions on a paral lel  computer  with p processors. The discret izat ion 
leads to the ABD system with m internal blocks (an interval is divided into 
m + 1 subintervals).  The computat iona l  cost thus depends on the following 
parameters:  
• n ,  
• q ,  
• ?T/,, 
• p~ 
number of f irst-order ODEs; 
number of init ial  conditions; 
number of internal  blocks; 
number of processors. 
Final ly,  assume that  m = kp-2 ;  that  is, in each processor k = (m +2) /p  
blocks are stored. 
4.1. Arithmetic Operation Count 
The factor izat ion M (i) = L( i )U (~) (Section 2.1) requires (5n3 + qn 2 - 
2 3 2 1 8n3 2 n 2 2 2n 5n2 2 n in  qn- n - q + q - q 
ar i thmet ica l  operat ions,  the construct ion of the fill-in vectors v (i) and w (~) 
in (6) requires (4n 3 - 3an 2 + 2q2n - 2n2)(m + 2) /p  - 6n 3 + 6qn 2 - 4q2n + 
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TABLE  1 
SIZE OF THE REDUCED SYSTEM ON 16 PROCESSORS AFTER j STEPS 
OF REDUCTIONS~ FOR j --~ 1 , . . . ,  4 
B lock  form Size j = ] j = 2 j = 3 j = 4 
3 × 4 (see (10)) (n + q) x 2n 1:2 1:4 1:8 
4 x 6 (see (9)) 2n x 3n 3:14 5:12 
3 × 4 (see (11)) (2n - q) x 2n 15:16 13:16 9:16 
2x2  nxn 1:16 
TABLE 2 
ARITHMETICAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ABD PARALLEL ALGORITHM 
Factor i za t  ion 
Fact.  red. sys tem 
So lut ion  
Sol. red. sys tem 
(~n 3 - 2qn 2 + q2n - 7n2 + qn - ln ) (m + 2) /p  
(6n 2 -- n) (m + 2)/p 
(6n 2 -- n) log 2 p 
3n 2 arithmetical operations, and the calculation of the elements that will 
constitute the reduced system requires 2n 3 -- n 2 arithmetical operations. 
The number of operations of one generic step of the factorization of 
the reduced matrix is easily obtained by setting (m + 2)/p = 2. The last 
two steps of factorization require a smaller number of operations ince the 
matrices involved are smaller (see Table 1). The (log 2 p -  1)th step requires 
-83n3 -- ~n3 2 _ gnl operations, while the final step requires 2n3 -- l n2  -- i n  
operations. 
The solution step of the algorithm requires the solution of the linear sys- 
tem with coefficient matrices L (0 and U (i) ((4n 2 - n)(m + 2)/p - 6n 2 + n 
operations) and the updating of the right-hand side (2n2(m + 2)/p oper- 
ations). For j = 1,. . .  , log2p - 2, a generic step j of the solution of the 
reduced system requires 6n 2 -n  operations, the (log 2 p -1 ) th  step requires 
4n 2 - n operations, and the final step 2n 2 - n operations. Table 2 summa- 
rizes the computational cost of the four phases of the algorithm. The total 
computational cost is 
(1---~n3- 2qn2 +q2n +5n2 +qn-7n) (m + 2)/p 
+(~n 3 7 2 7 )  38n3 
(le) 
Observe that the two extreme cases of the arithmetical complexity occur 
for q = n - 1 and q = n/2 (if q < n/2 the ABD system can be reversed; 
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observe also that the arithmetical complexity function (12) is asymmetric 
with respect to q). Assuming now that n is large enough that n 3 term 
dominates the remaining terms, the arithmetical cc.mplexity functions for 
the two extreme cases are 
( l-~-~ n3) (m + 2) /p + ( l-~-~ n3) log2 p - 3-~-~ n 3
and 
(59n3"~(m+2)/p+ (1__~43n3) 67n3 
12 ] l °g2P-  6-  
fo rq=n-1  (13) 
for q = n/2. (14) 
As already mentioned, data transmissions are required only in the phases 
involving the reduced system. In the factorization step a n x 2n block is 
transmitted in all but the last step, when a block of size q x n is transmitted 
by half of the processors and a block of size (n - q) x n by the others. In 
the solution step a vector of size n is transmitted at each step, except for 
the last where a block of size q or n - q is transmitted. 
Hence the total cost of transmission is (assuming that t(rn) is the time 
needed for one transmission of rn elements): 
(log2 p - 1)(t(2n 2) + t(n) ) + max(t(nq) + t(q),t(n 2- nq) + t(n - q) ). 
4.2. Comparisons with Other Algorithms 
We compare the arithmetical complexity of the algorithm presented 
above with the original algorithm by Paprzycki and Gladwell [13] and the 
best existing sequential algorithm by Varah [16]. The notation remains the 
same as above and only the highest order terms are included. The arithmeti- 
cal complexity functions for the two extreme cases of the parallel algorithm 
proposed in [13] are respectively: 
( 2-~-~ n3) (m + 2)/P + ( ~-na) p - 52r')3 fo rq=n-1  
and 
/ 71 n3'~ ( l l9na~(rn+2) /p+ ~ )p -  3  6n3 
\ 12 ] 
for q - n/2. 
Assuming (as is most often the case in the computational practice) that 
rn is large, p is fixed, and m >> p, the first term in the above functions 
dominates the remaining two terms. In this case the advantage of the new 
algorithm is 5n3(m + 2)/p arithmetical operations. 
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FIG. 4. Theoretical speed-up of the proposed algorithm (solid lines) and of the algo- 
rithm in [13] (dotted lines) for p = 8 and p -- 32 and for increasing number of internal 
blocks m. 
Moreover, the a lgor i thm in [13] requires the transmiss ion to a single 
processor of approx imate ly  2pn 2 elements in order to set up the reduced 
system. 
The ar i thmet ica l  complexi ty  of the two extreme cases of the sequential  
solver are: 
and 
( 5n3)m ÷ 2n3 for q = n -1  
12 I ra+ n 3 fo rq=n/2 .  
Using these functions a theoret ical  speed-up of the proposed a lgor i thm 
for q = n - 1 has the following form (for the other extreme case only the 
appropr ia te  constants change): 
5m+2 
14(m + 2)/p + 14 log 2 p - 32" 
F igure 4 shows the theoret ical  speed-up of the proposed a lgor i thm and of 
the a lgor i thm in [13] for q = n - 1, for p = 8 and p = 32 processors for 
increasing number of internal  blocks stored per processor. A number of 
observat ions can be made: 
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• speed-up does not depend on n (at least when the communication costs 
are negligible), 
• the optimal number of processors (the number of processors for which 
the maximum speed-up is achieved) is O(m), 
• if the optimal number of processors i used the proposed algorithm has 
a theoretical speed-up O(m/log(m)),  
• the increase in m leads to speed-up increase, 
• for a fixed p and large m the maximal speed-up is slightly higher than 
p/3, whereas for the original algorithm the maximal theoretical speed- 
up was approximately p/6. 
4.3. Memory Requirement 
Let us suppose that the factorization step and the linear system so- 
lution are performed separately (in this case the memory requirement is 
larger). Each processor equires to store its portion of the ABD matrix 
(2(m+2)n2/p elements) and the fill-in vectors ( ( (m+2) /p -1 )n  2elements). 
Moreover, at each step, each processor must store matrices obtained from 
the reduction (each matrix has 3n 2 elements). Hence the per-processor 
memory requirement is
(3(m + 2)/p + 3 log2 p - i )n z 
and the total memory requirement is
(3m + 3p log 2 p - p)n z. 
In comparison the per-processor memory requirement of the original 
algorithm is 
(4(m + 2)/p + 2)n 2 
and its total memory requirement (including the memory for the reduced 
system which is treated separately) is
(4m + 4p + 5)n 2, 
whereas the total memory requirement of the sequential algorithm is 
(2m + 1)n 2. 
Assuming again that p is fixed, m is large, and m >> p the per-processor 
gain from using the new algorithm is approximately (m + 2)n2/p elements. 
At the same time the total memory requirements of the three algorithms 
are approximately 2ran 2 for the sequential algorithm, 3ran 2 for the new 
algorithm, and 4ran 2 for the original parallel algorithm. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
A new algorithm for the solution of almost block diagonal systems has 
been introduced, its implementation on a hypercube has been proposed, 
and its arithmetical complexity has been presented and compared with that 
of other algorithms. It was shown that the new algorithm is well suited 
for distributed memory parallel computers and should outperform other 
algorithms proposed for the solution of the ABD system. In the near future 
we plan to implement he proposed algorithm to confirm the theoretical 
results presented here. 
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